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Abstract
This document explains how to use NYC Population FactFinder; a map based application, from
the Planning Labs of the NYC Department of City Planning, for obtaining demographic data
within New York City’s neighborhoods. The site is accessible here https://popfactfinder.
planning.nyc.gov.
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Methods for choosing spatial data

The New York City Population FactFinder provides an interactive way to query demographic data
(decennial US Census and the 5-Year American Community Survey data) for locations in New York
City. The NYC Population FactFinder allows you to choose, display, and compare data for four different geographic areas: Census Block, Census Tract, Neighborhood Tabulation Area (NTA), and
Public Use Microdata Area (PUMA). You can use these areas to build your own neighborhood, the
possibilities are endless.

Geographic Areas
PUMA is the largest geographic area for which data is available in FactFinder. The Census Bureau
defines the statistical area as aggregated census tract data for an average population of 100,000
persons. There are 55 PUMAs in NYC.
NTA is a statistical area created by the Department of City Planning for presenting and publishing
census data. NTAs are aggregated census tract data based on local neighborhood definitions
and act as a subset of NYC’s PUMA data. There are 189 NTAs in NYC.
Census Tract is a statistical area created by the Census Bureau. When aggregated Census Tracts
form NTAs and PUMAs. Census Tracts have an average population of 4,000 persons, some
census tracts are non-residential. There are 2,166 Census Tracts in NYC. By default, the map
displays Census Tracts.
Census Block is the smallest geographic area for which data is available in FactFinder. Census
blocks are defined by the Census Bureau as sub-divisions of Census Tracts. In NYC a census
block is typically a square block. There are 30,877 Census Blocks in NYC.
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(a) PUMA

(b) NTA

(c) Census Tract

(d) Census Block

Defining Geographic Areas in NYC Population FactFinder

Selecting data by location
To begin working with FactFinder you must select data by searching, selecting, or drawing. For each
step you must chose the geographic area you would like to work in. Below the “Search” bar is a
geography menu. Click on the area-level you want to select data for.

Search The “Search” bar allows you to search for any address or specific building in NYC. The
“Search” bar will suggest output of addresses/buildings as you type. Once you type an address
in the “Search” bar, a point will appear on the map. Click on the geographic region you would
like to query and then select the area surrounding this point.

Selecting data for Hamilton Heights by searching for location.
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Select You can select an area on the map by clicking on the map one at a time. You can select a
single geographic region or create a custom neighborhood by selecting multiple areas. You can
deselect with a double click. You can clear the entire selection by clicking

.

Selecting data in the Bronx east of the Grand Concourse Highway.
Draw You can specify an area on the map by drawing on the map. FactFinder gives you two options
to draw. Click on

. The “draw” toolbar will give you two options: “polygon” or “radius”.

Radius this drawing tool allows you to profile a geographic area within a specific radius from a
location. Click a location to begin. Move your mouse away from the center and the radius will
expand. When the desired radius is drawn click down and the area will be selected. Any area
that touches the radius will be included.

(e) Radius of Census Tracts within 0.25 miles of (f) Selection of Census Tracts that have area
the Queen’s Plaza Subway
within 0.25 miles of the Queen’s Plaza Subway
Station

Selecting an Area from a Radius
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Note: when working in the map view there are a number of “Advanced Options” you can turn on.
Here we are using the ‘Subway System’ overlay. Other overlays include: Thematic Maps (Census, Demographic, Social, etc.), Community Districts, NYC Council Districts, NTAs, PUMAs,
and Boroughs
Polygon this drawing tool allows you to profile a geographic area within a polygon of your
choosing. Click a location for the perimeter of your polygon. Move your mouse and click other
nodes of the polygon border. Once you have your desired shape double click and any area that
the polygon touches will be included in the selection.

(g) Polygon of Census Blocks in the Upper Upper (h) Selection of Census Blocks in the Upper Upper
West Side
West Side

Selecting an Area from a Polygon

Profile View for Selection.
NYC Population FactFinder provides different 5 Profile Views. The Census Profile is data from the
decennial census, while the other Profile View data is from the American Community Survey.
Census Profile provides 100% count data for basic demographic data and population density.
Demographic Profile provides data on age, sex, and race.
Social Profile provides data on households, education, ancestry, immigration, disability, and veteran status.
Economic Profile provides data on employment, commute, income, insurance, and poverty.
Housing Profile provides data on occupancy, structure, vehicles, value, ownership, and costs.
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Each profile visualizes select data in bar charts.

A graph included in the Housing Profile.
For each profile you can look at the latest decennial census or ACS or you can look at change over
time. The default is latest data.

Latest Data or Change Over Time.
You can also compare your selection with a non-selected area by using the “Compare to:” search bar.
This allows you to compare the entire City, specific boroughs, or NTAs.

Comparing Selection to another area in NYC.
The ACS is a sample-based data source with a margin of error and therefore is not precise. To check
the level of precision you can turn on the data reliability feature. This data is accessible by checking
check box. When values are gray in the profile they are not statistically reliable but
may still be of interest.

Exporting Data
There are two ways to export your data. The first option is to download the data as a CSV. Click the
and a CSV will be written for your current Profile View. Everything listed in the profile
will be in the CSV.
A second option is to copy a table. If you only want data from one table (And not the whole profile)
and the table will be copied. You can paste this table in an external document.
click
The Profile View for a selection saves as a unique URL. If you want to return to a particular selection
you have drawn you can reenter the URL that is in the web browser bar.
When you are ready to return to the map and select more data click
the selection screen is to double click the map on the profile.
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. Another way to return to
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